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SJSU third-baseman
Gerad Cawhorn swings to
the top.
Awe I

Final job fair
gives students
one last chance

Greeks lend a helping hand

BY JENNIFER KANE
-Tartan Daily Staff-Writer

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DAVID M. MARSHALL SPARTAN DAILY

Lars Holmberg, an SJSU sophomore, helps Huynh Vu, middle,
with his homework while De Vu, left, and Armando Loera look

on. Holmberg and other members of SJSU’s fraternities and
sororities volunteer to tutor at Lowell School for an hour a day.

SJSU students help local
kids getfired upfor school
BY TORREY WEBB

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Holmberg and French shake hands with John Tran, a third grader
at the Lowell Elementary School, after completing John’s math
homework.

SJSU professors prove they’re wise
to the latest in cheating techniques
BY TORREY WEBB

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Writing answers on your
hand, looking at someone else’s
test or reading the bottom of
your shoe is now a thing of the
past.
Cheating has advanced to students stealing tests and using
more technological advances
here at SJSU.
"I want to kill him," said freshman Ian Tibbetts when asked his
first inclination when he spots
someone cheating in class. "I may
have stayed up all night studying.
I sometimes want to tell, but I
don’t want to be a snitch. Someone can cheat their way through
college and be lost in the real
world."
According to information
from the Student Affairs office,
some students are going beyond
the typical techniques to more
advanced ones such as:
Using a beeper communication system during an examination.
Making minuscule pinpricks
on a six -sided pencil; using codes
determined in advance, keyed to
the printed exam.
Stealing and distributing a
Writing Skills Test.
Students substituting for
each other, not just for an exami-

nation, but for an entire course.
If these ideas are not innovative enough, "Cheating 101," a
book by Michael Moore, is a
guide to some techniques of dishonest academic behavior. The
book is sold in the Spartan Bookstore.
But just because the techniques are available doesn’t mean
that more students are turning to
cheating. "We can’t in any way
say there has been an increase in
cheating at this university," said
Benjamin McKendall, associate
vice president of Student Affairs.
"However, we do remind the
faculty periodically of the procedures," he said. Student Affairs
recently released a reminder to
SJSU’s faculty about policies
regarding academic dishonesty
for several reasons, McKendall
said.
McKendall said that some of
the deans felt enough wasn’t
being done about cheaters and
wanted to remind the faculty of
the "creative cheating" methods
that have been going on.
Also, part of the faculty was
disappointed when it discovered
"Cheating 101" was being sold in
the Sparta n Bookstore.
McKendall was uncertain of

There is more than a pledge
of unity among the SJSU fraternities and sororities. There
is also a pledge to help people
in their communities.
The SJSU greek philanthropy is now involved in a
volunteer tutoring program
with children who attend Lowell Elementary School. The
school is located about four
blocks south of the university
on Seventh Street.
SJSU students help with
math and spelling in the
school’s tutoring lab, which

runs from 3 to 4:15 p.m. Monday through Thursday.
"It’s strictly voluntary," said
SJSU student Heather Wetch,
greek philanthropy coordinator. "It’s our goal to get as
many people involved in the
greek system as possible. It’s
difficult to get involved in
community service, but they
(the volunteers) usually try it
and love it."
The program is so popular
that tutors sometimes have to
be turned away. The volunteer
program is open to all sororities and fraternities at SJSU,
Sec GREEKS, Page 6

The last SJSU job fair of the
semester, which will be held in
the Student Union Ballroom
from 1 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, will be different
from all the others, according to
Margaret Wilkes, event coordinator.
"This is a career job fair,"
Wilkes said. "Employers will
want to talk about jobs that are
available now. They are expecting
to see recent graduates or seniors
who will be graduating this
semester."
This job fair shows that things
are looking better for SJSU students who are ready to start their
careers. More than 80 employers
will be recruiting at this year’s
career fair, compared to 70 last
year.
"I am thrilled to have this
many employers attending an
SJSU job fair in this economy:’
Wilkes said. "It spealcs well to

how they feel about SJSU grads."
This year’s increase in job
recruiters doesn’t surprise Bruce
McCaslin, the San Jose operations manager with employment
agency Golden West. He sees the
economy improving in some
areas.
"The economy is picking up in
certain specific areas while other
areas remain stagnant," McCaslin
said.
Even within the same field,
some segments are faring better
than others. In the electronics
field, for instance, companies that
make printed circuit boards are
looking for assemblers and
testers, but disk drive and semiconductor manufacturers are in a
slump, he said.
Golden West’s temporary
placement business is booming,
McCaslin said, but the company
is not getting as many requests
from businesses looking for permanent employees.
See 1011 FAIR, Page 8

Keillor’s show puts
spotlight on SJSU
BY LAURA KLEINMAN

to 250 stations nationwide.
The show will be taped and
More than 5,000 people will aired by KQED (88.5 FM) Saturhitch up a chair and be enter- day from 6 to 8 p.m. and by
tained on campus Saturday at a KUSP (88.9 FM) in Santa Cruz
sold-out performance by one of Sunday from 11 a.m.to1 p.m.
Alan Soldofsky, director for
the best storytellers this side of
Minnesota’s very the Center for Literary Arts said,
the globe
"This is a chance for SJSU to be
own Garrison Keillor.
The SJSU Center for Literary known across the country."
Real to all but Rand McNally,
Arts will present Keillor and The
American Radio Company to the Keillor’s "Lake Wobegon" exists
SJSU Event Center Saturday at 3 in the hearts of millions of devotees who tune in every Saturday
p.m.
KQED-FM, KUSP-FM and to hear news of Wobegon as part
Minnesota Public Radio are of Keillor’s two-hour variety proworking with SJSU to produce gram.
the show, which will be broadcast
See KEILLOR, Page 8
Spartan Daily Statt Writer

After 48 years, professor
reflects on musical career
BY LAURA KLEINMAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Still bubbling with enthusiasm
after 48 years of teaching, Gus C.
Lease, the senior-most faculty
member at SJSU’s School of
Music, will retire June 30, 1993.
After teaching vocal music for a
year at the University of Colorado
and four years at the University of
Oklahoma, Lease came to SJSU.
Here he taught vocal, choral, and
music literature, opera workshop,
music fundamentals, choral techniques and literature, sight reading and music appreciation over a
43-year span.
A retirement luncheon will be
held for Lease on Sunday, May 16
at the Moffett Naval Air Station in
the Rear Admiral Moffett Center.
The event is being organized by
Theodore Lucas, director of the
School of Music.
Lease’s accomplishments as an
instructor are enough to make
your head spin, but there’s more.
Spilling out of scrapbooks and
consuming every available wall
and desk space are newspaper
clippings, awards, programs and

photos reflecting Lease’s musical
talent on and off campus.
As a baritone soloist, Lease
entertained thousands through
radio, television and on the road.
Through the "Gus Lease Show,"
Lease entertained service people
for 17 years in the eight western
states.
Sent by his sixth -grade principal to see the opera "Hansel and
Gretel," Lease describes how this
event inspired him to seek a musical career.
"I was in the sbcth grade, and it
was the depression days. My ticket
was third row, front and center.
You could imagine with all the
evening gowns and all the tuxes
and tails and here comes a little
sixth grader, in a white shirt my
mom had sewn for me, tennis
shoes that had holes and cardboard in the bottom, and jeans
Lease
that
were patched,"
described, letting out a laugh as
though tickled by the image of this
poor child seated among the
wealthy opera regulars. "I was so
impressed that I said I want to be
See LEASE, Page 8

MATT WAt LIS
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Gus Lease, music professor and former School of Music
chairman, is retiring this June after teaching at San Jose
State for 48 years. Even though he is retiring, Lease would
like to come back to teach one night class.

See CHEATING, Page 6
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EDITORIAL

Swift action needed
to put end to ethnic cleansing
e should not wait
fo r the next Holocaust
to erupt; we must act
now.
President Clinton is considering
sending troops into Macedonia to
deter the Serbs from crossing a
boundary they have not yet crossed.
The: plan would place U.S. ground
forces in Macedonia in an effort to
"monitor" the border.
The presence of the U.S. ground
troops would be part of an international peace-keeping force in former
Yugoslavia’s southernmost republic.
Macedonia, bordering Albania,
Greece and Serbia, has the same kind
of explosive ethnic mix that has ignited the on-going ethnic cleansing in
Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina.
If the ethnic clashes spill over to
Macedonia, Greece may decide to take
action. If it does, Turkey will soon follow.
Two NATO members at war against
each other will inevitably drag the U.S.
into the region.
Why wait?
The situation needs to be taken
care of now.
If ethnic cleansing is allowed to
continue it could escalate into a divid-

ed Europe and a possible world war.
Judging by the amount of life lost
in Vietnam and Korea, if U.S. troops
are sent in to guard a line again, no
amount of good can come from it.
By just sending in ground forces
with limited air support and no real
plan of action, the United States could
involve itself in another war of boundaries and lines.
The outcome of intervention is not
evident, but something must be done.
Forces must be sent in with a definite
course of action and a plan that would
detail exactly what is to be accomplished and how long we expect to
stay.
The troops should not be sent without a large amount of air support.
A Holocaust, chiefly aimed at the
Muslims in the region, must be
stopped. The United States, as part of
a multinational force, must control
this vile act of aggression.
Although we can’t yet compare the
amount of lives lost in the former
Yugoslavia to those lost in the Holocaust, the situation must not be
ignored.
We need to act now, before the ethnic cleansing escalates to the magnitude of the Holocaust.

Letters to the editor

Academic Senate article one-sided
Editor,
Naser Weis’ article from May 12
(Senate decides ethnic studies plan
deserves further study), is yet another
example of the Spartan Daily’s onesided reporting practices.
In the article, Ideis mentions how
disruptive the students were and how
they failed to follow parliamentary
procedures during the recent Academic Senate meeting.
Ideis portrays the group as unorgani7ed and a nuisance to the university’s processes.
The students may not have read
Robert’s Rules to prepare for this
meeting, but they did have a good reason I’m attending.

Ideis fails to mention that these students, and many others, are fighting
for racial and ethnic understanding in
this university.
With further research, Ideis would
learn that the anger and emotions
expressed by these students are a
result of this university’s indifference
to adopting an ethnic studies curriculum.
These students are not doing this
for their own self-interest, but rather
for all people of color to promote a
better understanding of other ethnic
groups and eliminate racial ignorance.
Danilo V Noriega
Senior, accounting

FORUM PAGE POLICIES
The Spartan Daily provides a
daily Forum page to encourage a
"market place of ideas:’ Contributions
to the page are encouraged from students, staff, faculty and others who
are interested in the university at
large.
Any letter or column for the forum
page must be turned in to Letters to
the Editor’s box in the Spartan Daily

newsroom, Dwight Bente! 209, or
mailed to the Forum Editor, The
Spartan Daily, Department of Journalism and Mass Communications,
San Jose State University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192.
Or articles may be faxed to (408) 9243282.
Articles and letters MUST have the
author’s name, address, daytime
phone number, signature and major,
if a student.
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All about militant mucous and many other miseries
a m speaking to you
from inside a moist
cavern; that is, my
skull.
Somehow, tiny beasts have
invaded each orifice in my
head, set up camp and started
maneuvers. They are well
armed, with killer instincts
that need little coaxing.
From what I can hear
through my plugged ears, they
are practicing their marksmanship within my membranous labyrinth, otherwise
known as my deep red inner
ears.
The regiments of tiny
beasties have migrated to this
strategic point after enemy fire
in the form of random guerrilla coughing and retching
forced their retreat from my
tonsils.
(These are the tonsils I
swore I had out five years ago
the nurse says they grow
back, and besides, we all have
three sets. How horrifying!
Three sets of organs that serve
no purpose other than to
become infected, with the
miraculous
capability to
regenerate. A movie script?!)
The beasts have co-opted
my body and turned it against
me; my mucus membranes,
formerly brave and loyal soldiers for good, have turned
traitorous. I offer to grant
them amnesty, but they refuse.
In no time, the biological
Alger Hisses have developed
warfare technology rendering

nasal
my finest weapon
spray inoperative. I am
crushed and quickly losing
faith.
But I cannot give up. It is a
fight for the basic human
rights of eating, breathing,
walking and talking which
these dangerous villains have
taken from me.
The cretins are apparently
stockpiling fluids under my
facial bones. Those not needed to grease their battle
machines are sent down the
chute to my stomach.
Ah, my stomach. My
enemy.
All liquids not hoarded by
the terrorists or rejected by my
digestive system seem to be
slipping from r iy eyes. I can’t
get up, but at least I can
muster a rebellious cry.
Time for tactical warfare: I
try to cook the nasty little
monsters out by making my
body temperature uninhabitable. They seem to like it
more, the hotter it gets it’s
me who wants out of my skin.
I try to drown them, but
what fluids I can get past the
burned out hull of my throat
retreat in terror from the hellfire of my stomach.
I begin to believe that we
cannot win.
It comes clear for a moment
my attentiveness is intermittent and fleeting that it
is time to call in back up. This
is a battle I cannot afford to
lose, for dignity’s sake. In the

car on the way to the emergency room, I picture my
headstone "She died of the
flu." For shame.
The nurse takes my blood
says,
Someone
pressure.
"Whoa." I excuse myself to the
restroom as the enemy conducts a full-on frontal assault.
My requisition for more
troops is granted, and two
liters of grunts are scheduled
to arrive by IV.
Two nurses with 10 needles
pat the tops of my hands. Pat,
pat. Whack, whack. Hmmm,
they seem to say. Perhaps you
have misplaced your veins.
The nurses send out sterilized reconnaissance. Poke.
Ow. Poke. Ow. Poke. Ow!
Poke. Hey! Poke. Whimper.
Poke. Ahh, success.
And only a few red splashes
on the sheets.
As supplies flood in, I
regain strength enough to talk
strategy with the nurses. To
neutralize the rebs in my duodenum, they suggest an
ambush on the left flank. I am
assured this tactic will prevent
further nauseating grenade
launchings from below. Poke.
Ow.
As the evil troops in my
stomach face their doom, they
mount a final, wrenching
campaign.
The tide is turning, I think.
Hold the tombstones.
After weeks of carnage, the
warriors of phlegm are retreating. They have left my stom-
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Brooke Shelby Biggs

So... What’s Your
Point
ach in ruins by their slashand-burn tactics, but repairs
have commenced.
A few snipers remain as far
south as my throat, but my
coughing sharpshooters pick
them off, one by one.
The last, kamilcaze menaces
are holed up in an unreachable
compound. I refuse to back
down on my take-no-prisoners strategy.
I don’t want those creeps
dead or alive. I want ’em dead.
We wait.
I consider blasting Tibetan
chants to force them to flee. Or
Michael Bolton? The Carpenters? Tony Orlando? Even the
most offensive offensive may
not be enough.
I decide to wait them out.
Sooner or later, their supplies
will dry up and they will die. A
glorious, if not dramatic victory.
Brooke Sheik, Biggs’ column appears
every other Friday

Driving faster than a speeding police car
ticket or something."
For about ten or twelve
miles this guy had been following me. What is his problem?

Isoar into Pensacola, I think. But soon I notice that
Florida, and begin to there are only two cars in front
drive
my
newly of me.
"The other cars must have
acquired rental car. At first
glance I am disappointed with just exited," I say.
Then I notice the lead car
the Dodge Dynasty family car.
But as soon I step on the gas I just changed lanes and slowed
am sufficiently surprised. The down drastically. I guess he
car has balls. I mean, it moves! must have missed his exit.
The other car in front of me
So I get onto Highway 10
and begin at a meager pace of make a lane change and lets
65 mph. The speed limit is 65 me pass. Whatever.
and 40 mph is the posted minThis is good, now I can
imum. So I figure about 70 pick up the pace. The two cars
would do.
had slowed my pace to 85
About two miles into the mph. Much too slow! At 110 I
trip, cars begin blazing by me was doing over a mile-and-aat speeds beyond my estima- half a minute. Great time!
I pass a cluster of trees and
tion.
I increase my speed, and suddenly a car starts tailgating
increase it and increase it. The me while flashing blue lights.
Dynasty is handling great at
This gets old really quick. 1
I 10 mph and boy, the time I’m speed up figuring if I increase
making! Sailing by people so my speed I’ll gain some space
fast I can’t even figure out between myself and the flashwhat kind of car it was I had ing blue lights. 130 mph, and
boy, am I happy. I increase the
just passed.
In a pack of about six or gap between us and I make
seven cars, we all rocket down even better time!
But, again, the Hashing car
the road. Occasionally, I
notice blue lights ahead of me is on my tail.
"If you’re in that big of a
but think nothing of it.
Maybe they’re just some hurry pass me on the right
fire vehicles or some sort of because I’m not going any
road maintenance equipment, faster. If I do, I could get a

At110Iwas

doing over a mileand-a-halfa
minute.
My friend in the passenger
seat, a resident of Florida.
wakes up, looks behind us and
shouts, "Oh my God what are
you doing!?!"
"What are you talking
about?" I ask.
"That’s a cop behind you!"
"Oh shit! I’m dead now:’
I immediately pull over and
so does the Hashing car
behind me. The officer
approaches the left side of my
car and promptly asks me
what I thought I was doing. I
respond with, "I am from California and I thought you were
some sort of road mainte-

A

Theodore Schmidt

Writer’s Forum
nance vehicle tailgating me."
"Well obviously I am not a
maintenance vehicle," he says.
He returns to his car with
my license and makes me wait
awhile before returning to tell
me it was my lucky day. He
is going to let me go. "Just
slow down and don’t race anymore road maintenance vehicles," the officer said.
I learn an important lesson.
Not all police cars are black
and white with red, yellow and
blue lights. And if cars ahead
of me start pulling over and
slowing down that could be a
hint that something is wrong.
Maybe they see a police car I
can’t see.
Theodore’ Schoodt es a Daily staff
wrzter
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The San Jose State calendar

TODAY
BAPTIST
STUDENT
MINISTRIES(BSM):Seminar-Relationship, 11:00a.m.-12:00p.m.,
Umunhum
Room
Student
Union; Seminar-Can You Know
God?, 12:30-1:30p.m., call Steve
or Kim at 294-5767.
CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP: Last Meeting: Farewell,
2:30-5:00p.m., Guadalupe Room
Student Union, call 287-9110.
INDIA STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: General Body Meeting,
1:00p.m., Almaden Room in the
Student Union, call Sameer
Tomar at 259-2804.
LATTER DAY SAINT STUDENT
ASSOCIATION: Institute Graduation and steak BBQ, 12:30p.m.,
66 So. 7th Street, call 286-3313.
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Friday Meeting and
Prayer, 1:00p.m., Guadalupe
Room second floor of Student
Union, call Osama at 241-0850.
EDUCATION
PREVENTION
PROGRAM: Have a safe summer
break, 12:30-3:00p.m., Art Quad
outside the Student union, call
Beylul Negus at 924-5945.
SAN JOSE STATE FOLKDANCERS: International t olkdancing(BeglInt. Kolo no partner needed), Instruction 8-9p.m.
9-10:30p.m.,
Requests
and
Women’s Gym Room 89, call Mildred at 293-1302 or Lisa at 2805361 or Ed at 287-6369.
SJSU GAMELAN ENSEMBLE:
Gamelan Concert, 7:30p.m.,
Room 150 in the Music Building,

call Trish Niilsen at 737-8000
extension 480.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON: 70’s Disco
Flashback, 9:00p.m., TKE 365 E.
San Fernando St., call Barry Cox
at 292-2850.

SATURDAY
TAU KAPPA EPSILON: William
St. Creek Cleanup, 10:00a.m.2:00p.m., Williams St. park, call
Ba.ry Cox at 292-2850.

SUNDAY
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUN11Y: Sunday Masses, 6:00p.m.
at the Campus Christian Center
and 8:00p.m. at ST. Josephs
Cathedral, call Fr. Mark or Sr.
Judy at 298-0204.

MONDAY
PLANNING
AND
CAREER
PLACEMENT: Making a Job Fair
1:30p.m.,
work
for
you,
Student
Room
Costanoan
Union, call the Career Resource
C_enter at 924-6033.

TUESDAY
itar
AblIMANIA1/4.S:
dust Memory"; "Char’s Counteratt?cle! 7:00p.m., EnginPering
Auditorium 189, call Ronnie
Kwong at 259-9134.
CAREER
PLANNING
AND
PLACEMENT: Co-op Orientation, 12:30p.m., Almaden Room
Student Union, call the Career
Resource Center at 924-6033.
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Couple charged with arson of home
A
SACRAMENTO (Al’)
federal prosecutor says Constantine and Katherine Pappadopoulos had their mansion burned for
the insurance money because
they had financial trouble.
"This case is about arson and
about economic stressr Assistant
U.S. Attorney R. Steven Lapham
said Wednesday in his opening
statement. "The kind of stress
that compels someone to commit
that violent crime."
Lapham said the house and
contents were insured for $4 million. He said the two faced a federal income tax bill of $2.4 million, a $315,000 civil judgement
and $60,000 in gambling debts.
But defense attorney John Panneton said the fire was an act of
codefendant
by
vengeance
George Orfanos, a fugitive

belieNed to be in Greece.
"There is lots of evidence these
people were multimillionaires
who didn’t need to bum their
house to get money," l’anneton
said in his opening statement.
He said Orfanos was angry
over the amount he was being
paid to do a job for Constantine
Pappadopoulos, a Sacramento
developer and contractor.
"Orfanos was heard calling
Pappadopoulos all kinds of nasty
names" shortly before the file,
Panneton said.
are
Pappadopoulos’
The
charged in U.S. District Court of
hiring Orfanos to burn their
Arden Oaks home last Sept. 1
while they were vacationing in
Greece. Orfanos has not been
seen since the night before the
fire.
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Man convicted in
condom rape trial
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) A
man who confronted a
stranger in her home with a
knife and claimed she consented to sex because she asked
him to wear a condom was
convicted Thursday of rape,
drawing cheers in the courtroom.
The eight-woman, fourman jury deliberated about
two hours before returning the
verdict against Joel Valdez, 28.
During the three-day trial,
Valdez argued that the woman
agreed to have sex because she
had asked him to use a condom.
"She told me to do her a
favor. She told me to wear a
condom, so I did," Valdez testified. "We were making love
after that."
But in sometimes tearful
testimony, the 26-year-old
woman said she pleaded with
her knife-wielding attacker to
wear a condom to protect her
from AIDS.
"1 k .icw there wasn’t much I
,Juld do to prevent what wa.,
going to happee said Elizabeth "Xan" Wilson, who
agreed to be identified aftcr
the trial. "I thought maybe I
could protect myself from
dying from AIDS."
The case gained national
attention in September when a
Travis County grand jury
declined to indict Valdez,
sparking community protests
from women’s groups and Ms.
Wilson, who denied her
request for a condom meant
she consented to sex. A second
grand jury indicted Valdez in
October.
Several women spectators

MODESTO (AP) A mortuary has publicly apologized for
placing a dead pig inside a casket
with the body of a Jewish woman
who formerly lived in Modesto.
Nuuanu Mortuary of Honolulu published an apology in The
Modesto Bee and other newspapers after a bag of dissected pig
remains was discovered as the
family prepared for an Orthodox
Jewish service in Oakland.
Mark S. Davis, a lawyer for the
family of Mimi Lazarus Goldberg, who died in 1990, said a pig
is "the worst taboo" for a Jew. In
the Old Testament, pork is considered an unclean food.
The mortuary said a bag containing the pig’s remains got into
the casket, apparently by accident, after a part-time employee’s
wife had dissected it for a college
class.
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in the courtroom cheered
when the verdict was read. Ms.
Wilson, who also witched the
verdict being read, cried.
Valdez showed no emotion.
"I think hopefully the message will go out now that whatever you do to protect yourself
will be OK and not used
against you," said Lynn
Thompson-Haas,
executive
director of the Austin Rape
Crisis Center.
"There are a number of
women we have heard of that
have tried to protect themselves with condoms during an
assault but do not come forward because they don’t think
anyone will believe them."
Valdez could face up to life
in prison. He has no prior
criminal record.
During closing arguments,
defense attorney Malcolm Nettles told jurors to consider that
Valdez has the to of a 7 -yearold and was intoxicated when
he walked uninvited into the
woman’s apartment in the
Lomplex whet e he lived.
"We are not saying intoxication is a defense, but when you
consider that Joel Valdez
drank at least a case of beer,
his IQ didn’t go up. He didn’t
get brighter," Nettles said.
Prosecutor Dayna Blazey
said the woman should be
praised, not punished, for asking her attacker to wear a condom.
"Asking a rapist to wear a
condom is not indicative of
consent," she told jurors.
"It’s only indicative of a very
intelligent, very bright woman
who is trying to protect herself."
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Mortuary apologizes
for pig found in casket
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Cawhorn looks toward
possible baseball future

Read about softball
ace Lim Wehren
tomorrow in the
sports page!
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Wednesday night marked the
end of a tremendous season and
the beginning of a promising
future for SISU third -baseman
Gerad Cawhorn.
"I think offensively, he’s had a
very consistent season," said
Coach Sam Piraro. "Very seldom
do you see a player go without a
slump (in a season), but he’s been
real consistent.
"He’s got a great on -base percentage. He’s not only getting on
I, Ise hut tic’s driving in runs and
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suring. He’s got a good head on
his shoulders and he’s an outstanding citizen."
He’s been playing team baseball since he was eight years old
but his father Larry got him started earlier.
"Larry used to play ball with
him when he was two years old,
he was rolling him grounders
then," Cawhorn’s mother Terry
said.
"He’s been playing ball since
before he could walk," Larry said.
"We started rolling the ball back
and forth and he just continued
om there."
After playing ball for nearly 15
years, Gerad has compiled quite
an impressive list of accomplishments. He made the varsity teani
as a freshman in high school at La
I labra. In his sophomore year, he
moved to Huntington Beach
I ligh School, where he lettered
twice as well as being a two-time
All-Sunset League selection.
After high school, Gerad
moved on to Golden West Community College where he was
player-of-the-year his freshman
season, earned two letters and
made All-American. "He went
with the All-American team to
Taiwan, Russia and Spain," Larry
said. He batted a combined twoseason average of .404 at Golden
West
Cawhorn sets SJSU racord
At SJSU, Gerad batted .311 his
junior year and .405 this year for
an SJSU career average of .362.
Gerad is the first Spartan to bat
over .400 in 32 years.
He also ranked high overall in
the Big West. ie was third in

GET IT IN GEAR
Come in now to see Bob Lewis. He is an SISU alumnus and wants to
help put SISU students in the driver’s seat of a new Volkswagen.

t((

slugging percentages with a .651,
first in on-base percentages with
.491, fifth in RBIs per game with a
1.08 average and fourth in hits
per game with a 1.52 average. As
of Tuesday, Gerad was ranked
50th in the nation in hitting. He
also hit 10 homeruns this season.
"He’s a great player and a good
guy:’ said Chris Freshour, SJSU’s
baseball sports information director. "His parents come up from
Huntington Beach to see him play
all the time." Freshour also said
Gerad’s girlfriend, Krista Wood,
goes to SJSU. "She comes out to
see him play all the time too."
Cawhorn’s fan club
Gerad’s parents try to make it
to every game. They drive all the
way from Huntington Beach and
usually stay for the weekend. "It
takes six to seven hours, depending on how fast we’re moving,"
Larry said.
"It’s a long drive but you get
used to it. For a weekend game
we’ll drive up on Thursday and go
home Sunday night. (For midweek games) it depends on what
we’re doing. We’ll come up and
spend an extra day or se
Gerad’s family gives him a lot
of support during games. It’s not
uncommon to hear things like,
"Let’s go one-nine, right on it,
what do ya say bud, watch this
guy bud, he’ll sneak ya some
grass," from his father, or "Let’s go
Gerad," from his mother and girlfriend.
Gerad met his girlfriend his
sophomore year in high school.
Krista is also a senior at SJSU.
"We just met walking the halls (at
school). We were friends for a
while and just started dating."
Their first date was shortly
atter Gerad’s 16th birthday when
lie got his driver’s license, his
mother Terry remembered.
"He didn’t want to date her
with us going along, going to get
them," Terry said.
Gerad hasn’t had any major
injuries in his career except for
losing some of his teeth. "He got
hit in the mouth with a fungo bat
by an assistant coach and got his
teeth knocked out," Larry said. "It
was just a freak accident. The
coach was horsing around, swinging the bat and the bat came out
of his hands. It knocked (Gerad)
out of the stands, knocked him
out and knocked his teeth out:’
Gerad had to have gum
surgery and eight of his lower
teeth capped. Two of his front
upper teeth were replaced and he
is still missing one tooth. Now he
wears braces to correct his teeth.
"He didn’t wear braces before,"
I.arry said, "he had nothing. He
had nice perfect teeth."
Larry said Gerad was also hit
by 16 pitches this season, but he
doesn’t let it bother him. Fie said
Gerad is a very focused player.
"You’ll see some guys strike out or
tte Awociated Students Program Board
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Gerad Cawhorn, SJSU’s third -baseman, was ranked 50th in the
nation in hitting. He ended the season with a .405 batting average.
get hit and throw their bat and
helmet or charge the mound."
Gerad doesn’t let things like
that affect his playing, he just gets
the job done.
"In all the years Gerad’s been
playing, he’s never sat on the
bench," Larry said (except for the
seven games he missed because of
his teeth). He’s always been a
starter and gone out there and
gotten the job done:’
"He’s the only Spartan to start
all 53 games in the season. He’s
just dedicated to the game. He
doesn’t smoke, doesn’t drink,
doesn’t carouse, gets the proper
rest and takes good care of his
body’: 1.arry said.
Pro-ball draft in June
The next step for Cerad is the
pro-ball drafts in June. "That’s all
he’s ever wanted to do:’ Terry
said. When asked if he had a specific team in mind, Krista said,
"Who cares, he’ll take whatever
comes along."
"The drafts come hint. third,
fourth and fifth, I’m hoping I get
pickee Gerad said. He doesn’t
care what team he ends up on,
"just whoever gives me a contract,
I’ll sign it."
"I’m thinking about coming up
here again next year (to finish his
degree) but I don’t know. I live
down in Southern California I
might just finish up down there."
Gerad said he’s got about two
semesters to go before finishing
his degree. "If I get signed, I’ll be
on the road and all that, so I’ll
probably just finish up down
south."
With his degree in Sociology,
Gerad hopes to get work as a
o
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counselor or criminal psychologist for the FBI.
"It’s something I’ve been looking at," he said.
"I feel pretty good (about this
last season), we’ve got a shot at
making regionals, I’m happy
about that. I think the team gave a
pretty good effort. We played
hard all year and we deserve to
make the regionals."
Larry is confident that Gerad
will finish school. "It’s real hard to
get classes and play ball every
afternoon," he said. "He’s not just
here to play baseball, he’s here to
get an education, he will finish:’
"Our agreement was, many
many years ago, as long as he
wanted to play baseball, took care
of himself and stayed in school,
I’d see to it that he could do that,"
Larry said, "and he’s certainly
lived up to his end of the deal. His
mother and I both are extremely
proud of him. He’s a good student, he carries a ’13’ average,
never been any problem."
Larry says Gerad never stops
playing baseball. For the last two
years, when the Spring season
ended, he hopped on a plane and
flew back East. There he plays for
the Cape Cod Wood Bat League.
Gerad doesn’t have any family out
there, he just goes to play. "He just
got on a plane and flew out there,
two summers in a row:’ Larry
said.
Gerad doesn’t have a job outside of school. "He plays baseball
and goes to school full time, that
is work:’ Larry said. "It takes all of
the boy’s time, he hasn’t had a
vacation from baseball in about
six years now. He plays winter,
summer, all year long so he really
has no time for a job."

Spartans in fifth
after first round
SJSU is currently fifth after
the first round of the NCAA
Regional
Golf
Women’s
Championships yesterday in
Ricson, Arizona.
The Spartans, the number
one ranked team in the
nation, finished the round
with a 291 team score. The
team shot three-over-par on
the 6,064 yard, par 72 Randolph North Golf Course.
The University of California leads the competition with
a 281 score.Arizona is second
at 285 followed by Stanford at
288. Eighteen teams are competing for one of the 10 team
berths at the NCA A Championships May 26-29.
Tracy Hanson was the top
Spartan scorer with a oneunder par 71. Lisa ’Walton and
Ninni Sterner shot a 73.
Vibeke Stensrud had a 74 and
Nicole Materne shot a 75.
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SJSU student loses all

over a few cold ones
BY IOHN PEREZ

Spartan Daily StaIt Writer

Bob A. an SJSU student looked
into his rearview mirror and saw
what he feared most a black
and white with red and blue lights
flashing.
Bob pulled over to the side of
San Carlos Street at 10th and
waited for the officer to step
out of the car. Bob was
profusely
sweat ing
waiting for what was
to come. His mind
raced frantically trying to think of what
he could have
done.
"I
kept
thinking what
did I do wrong.
Was I speeding? Was
that light a block back
really yellow or was it red,"
said. The officer
Bob
approached the car and tapped
his window with his baton. Bob
rolled down the window as the
smell of alcohol slapped the officer in the face. The officer leaned
in to ask for a driver’s license.
"I reached over to where my
wallet was sitting on the passenger seat next to me, and as I
picked up the wallet to pull out
my driver’s license, it slipped out
of my hand and hit the pavement
outside of the car," Bob said. "The
officer looked at me with a look I
will never forget....it was a look of
’I’ve got you now:"
Bob had just left a party after
drinking four malt liquors, three
mixed drinks and several cans of
within two
all
Budweiser
hours. He ate some salty pretzels
and two slices of pizza before
telling people at the party goodbye.
The officer asked him to step
out of the car and take a series of
tests. "I was shaking in my tennis
shoes. I knew I was drunk, and he
knew I was drunk; l was just waiting for the hammer to fall," he
said. "I got out and stammered
was surprised he
forward
didn’t just let me fall and then
throw the cuffs on me."
Bob said the first test was to tilt
his head back, spread his arms
out and touch his nose with his
index finger. "I tilted my head
part of the way back, and as soon
as I did, I felt like I was on a roller
coaster," Bob said. "I didn’t even
finish the first test before the officer said OK, that’s enough."
Bob said he was escorted back
to the patrol car and asked to lean
against the car with his legs apart
and was frisked by the officer.
While leaning against the car,
another officer retrieved his wallet and driver’s license.
"After we stop someone, we
give them an FST (a field sobriety
test). If they are drunk, we handcuff them, put them into the

patrol car and take them to Santa
Clara County Jail," said UPD Lt.
Bruce Lowe.
"Once they’re found to be driving under the influence," he said,
"we take their license and if their
car is in a safe place out of the
flow of traffic, then

an
officer locks it
up and leaves it; if not, then the
car is towed and put into storage
at the owner’s expense:’
Bob said, "I laid in the back of
the cop car and thought ’I hope
the cell I get has a bed so I can lay
down and sleep: Between the nervousness and the booze, I was
totally drained of any energy."

7 was shaking
in my tennis shoes.
I knew I was
drunk, and he
knew I was drunk.’
Bob A.
SISLI student

CHP Officer Mike Simmons
said people are taken to jail and
are given a choice of either a
blood, breath or urine test to
determine the amount of alcohol
in their system.
According to Bob, his blood
alcohol level was .14 almost
twice the .08 legal limit. He said
he took the blood test because he
didn’t think he could stand long
enough to give a urine sample or
have enough breath to give a
breath test.
"I sat there in the holding cell
looking at the other 15 people in
with me and thought ’Man, 1 am
glad I am not them’ then I
thought ’Stupid, look at yourself
you are them:" Bob said. "I
always drank and drove and
thought nothing of it. Now I think
what would have happened if I hit

Visit two sides of the Atlantic at the Olde Fox
BY HYTHumKiswara

from $5.50 to $6.95.
Special la the Spartan Daily
The U.S. menu offers the usual
The English are not known for American specials from all their cuisine beer and ales American hamburgers and chick to
sandwiches,
maybe, but not food. I say this en
breast
with blatant bias; 1 suffered Eng- Louisiana hot links and corned
beef sandwiches.
lish cuisine for five months.
The appetizers have an inter Nonetheless, I pushed myself
through the doorway of The Olde national appeal with nachos, mini
Fox restaurant and pub, located at bagels, scotch eggs, armadillo
69 N. San Pedro St. to enjoy an eggs and buffalo wings. If you’re
English meal. I had to give Eng- really adventurous, try the chick en lips and hush puppies. Most
I ish food a second chance.
Fortunately,
this
second appetizers start at $2.75 and reach
chance took place in the U.S. For $4.50 for the hot wings.
One unusual item on the drink
some reason, this English food
was actually good. The fish and menu is the imported cider. The
chips were great; the fish was nei- bar, which is open from I la.m. to
ther greasy nor chewy but flaky midnight, serves English Buland light. The dish is served with mer’s Woodpecker Cider.
For anyone fortunate enough
tartar sauce and malt vinegar.
Along with the fish and chips, to have crossed the pond into
The Olde Fox serves bangers and merry old England, you know
mash, cornish pasty, shepherd’s how much fun cider can be. The
pie, and the old English favorite bar also has four different beers
on tap Guiness Stout, Watney’s
steak and mushroom pie.
The menu is geographically Ale, Bass Ale and Harp Lager.
By combining the best of both
split with the U.S. on the left and
the U.K. on the right. The entrees worlds, The Olde Fox may
on both sides of the menu range become a great downtown pub.

someone images of kids laying
in the street dead after I hit them
floated in my mind, and that
scared me."
An evening for reflection
Bob said he had a "what if
evening" spending the rest
of the night in jail thinking to himself what if
this had happened or
what if that had happened.
"I found out that
the police really do
give you just one
phone call; my call
was busy." After a
futile attempt to reach
his brother in Saratoga, Bob was photographed and fingerprinted and had
all of his possessions
taken away.
"I had never felt
lower," he said. "1
felt ashamed, alone
and unsure of what was going to
happen next:’
Santa Clara County Sheriff
Deputy Richard Pierce said the
majority of the people arrested
and put in jail for DUI feel they
haven’t done anything illegal, they
actually drive better drunk or
they throw themselves at the
mercy of the officers.
"Some people get really ugly
when they get drunk," Pierce said,
"and someone like that behind
the wheel of a motor vehicle is a
tragedy waiting to happen."
Peter Guiterrez, who works as
a truck mechanic, sat inside of a
holding cell at the Santa Clara
County Jail Wednesday night
while waiting for his wife to come
and bail him out.
"I drove just fine tonight; I
don’t know why the officer had to
stop me. I was just a block away
from home," Guiterrez said. "Sure
I had a few brews with the boys,
but then after a hard day of work
who wouldn’t go out and down a
few cold ones? What was I supposed to do? Walk home the nine
blocks to my house? I don’t think
so." Guiterrez said this was the
second time he had been caught
drinking and driving.
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If you haven’t
started
studying yet,
get busy!

If you are caught drinking and driving, prepare to learn the
ins and outs of the criminal court system and intimately learn
how DM V works. When you are arrested for drunk driving, you
will be asked to take either a blood, urine or breathalyzer test to
determine blood alcohol level. If you refuse to take the test, a first
offense will get your license suspended for one year. If it is your
second offense in seven years, it will be revoked for two years.
Three or more offenses in seven years will get your license
revoked for three years and suspended for an additional year.
A first conviction will get you:
a minimum of 96 hours in the county jail
a fine not less than $360 and not more than $1,000
the right for the court to suspend your driver’s license for 12
months
mandatory attendance at an alcohol program
probation

WST
REGISTRATION,
1- :DEADLINE

The second conviction within seven years will get you:
county jail sentence of 90 days to one year.
a fine not less than $390 and not more than $1,000.
driver’s license suspension for two years
a mandatory 18 months of DWI programs

JUne 3

Don’t Wait!

A third conviction within a seven-year period will get you:
a sentence term of two, three or four years in a state prison
a fine ranging from $1,015 to $5,000
a suspended license for three years
parole or probation.

Test Date:
June 26
Et

According to UPD Lt. Bruce Lowe, the UPD last year arrested
65 people for driving under the influence. According to the Traffic Safety Institute, about 1.3 million people are arrested each
year in the United States for DUI. More than 26,000 Americans
die in drunk-driving related accidents each year about 70
people a day. 1.5 million are permanently injured. More than 25
cents out of every dollar paid in auto insurance goes to pay for
damages done by a drunk driver.

oft. A majority of the people I
have arrested for DUI are social
drinkers who never get drunk. It’s
a shame to ruin one’s life over
drinking too much at one party"
Bob said his life was all but
ruined with his DUI arrest. "After
I got out of jail that night in February, I thought long and hard
about what I had done...I feel
stupid about it even now," he said.
Bob said after paying for the
DUI ticket, the court costs, the
blood test, the fine and costs for a
lawyer, the total for one night’s
bad judgment came to $4,650.
"I was told by my lawyer that I
got off easy with the fine and I
have to serve only 50 hours of
community service," he said.
He lost his job as a delivery
truck driver once his work found
out he had a DUI arrest. Even
though it was only his first arrest,
the delivery company’s policy is
to fire employees who are caught
drinking and driving.
"I came in one day to clean out
my locker, and I was treated like a
leper," Bob said. "One of the people I work with said they knew a
friend who had been killed in a
drunk driving accident and for
me to think about the selfishness
Not all drunk drivers are drunks
of what I had done. It was then
According to CHP Officer that the full impact had hit."
Simmons, most of the people who
Bob said he has quit school
get arrested for drunk driving are and is trying to get into a technical school in Fremont. "I can’t
not alcoholics.
"There is a perception out believe one little mistake could
there that the people who are dri- have cost me so much. At least the
ving under the influence are courts are letting me pay the costs
drunks or derelicts" Simmons in installments," Bob said. "I got
said. "The truth is they are hard- my license back after about a
working, sober people the rest of month. I now know almost all of
the time, and for some reason, the bus lines that run past my
common sense leaves them, and house."
they have a few drinks and then
get behind the wheel and drive Student’s name has been
changed for anonymtty

Check out SJSU’s
CADRE Institute in Monday’s
Features section
GO FAR
IN THE
AIR FORCE.
Learn how far the
Air Force can take
you. If you’re a college
graduate, you may qualify
for Air Force Officer Training
School. After completing Officer
Training School, you can become a
commissioned Air Force officer
with:
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medical and dental care
30 days vacation with pay per
year
management opportunities
Go far in a career as an Air Force
officer. Call
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We’re Offering Dozens of the Ntit inn asses this Summer..
classes you may not be able to get at your school...
classes that MI’ transfer bock to state & other four-year schools
classes that ore small so you dont get bst in the crowd...
day, evening, or Saturday classes.
We’re easy to reach - just off 1-280.
Make your summer count Choose a Cariada cbss!

Accounting
Anthropology
Art
Astronomy
Biology
Business Administration
Business/Office Technology
/Life Planning
C
Chemistry
Computers (Mac/IBM Labs)
Computer Information Systems
Drama
Early Childhood Education
Economics
English
English Institute
Ethnic Studies
French (six weeks!)
Geography
Health Science
History

Horne Economics
Interroi Design
Italian (intensive)
Learning Center
(workplace skills)
Literature
Mathematics
Music
Oceanography
Paralegal
Philosophy
Physical Education
Physiology
Psychology
Radiologic Tech.
Reading
Sociology
Spanish (all levels)
Speeah
Tourism
Writing

Plus Much Mont,
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Register Now!
Summer Classes Begin lune 14
IA. Rev Barge. IN Filea..14
II0 per rell her west Medina,

Canada College
lust off I 280

Rdwood City

(415) 306-3100

Summer Session
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Cheating

dent Affairs uses the faculty as a
reporting agent.
Raymond Lou, associate acadHum page I
emic vice president of Undergraduate Studies, also believes the
whether the store should contin- current policy is fair.
ue to sell the book. "It’s hard to
"I think it’s a judicial matter,
say. We have to be careful of cen- and I am confident that each matsorship," he said.
ter is handled fairly.
According to the current SJSU
"Due process is important,
academic dishonesty policy, a and I believe our policy allows for
student caught cheating may due process," he said.
receive a failing grade on the
However, James Freeman,
paper or exam, and possibly associate dean of engineering, felt
receive an "F" in the course. He differently.
or she may also be placed on aca"It hasn’t been a topic of condemic probation or be expelled versation, but I don’t feel the current policy is strong enough," he
from the university.
"We expel in extreme cases. said.
%Ve realize the importance of
McKendall said, "We realize
someone’s scholastic career," the pressure put on students to
succeed, but the idea we want to
McKendall said.
McKendall said he felt the cur- promote is that crime doesn’t
rent policy is good because Stu- pay."

Wharr surprise!

SUMMER AT WEST VALLEY COLLEGE
STILL THE BEST BARGAIN
IN COLLEGE EDUCATION

ir

? Fully transferrable
day & evening classes .4141
? Affordable, flexible
and convenient

r ,e41.

Applications ore being o«epted
now and classes begin Monday,
lune 21. Dont be left out

y \

As the SJSU Choraliers pose for d pi ioto shoot at the fountain on
Towel Lawn on Thursday afternoon, Kim Matthies, right, gets an
unexpected surprise as a gust of wind catches the fountain,
spraying her with water. Val Prunetu, left, and Wade Hargrove,

- - SPARTAN DAILY

fellow Choraliers, catch a glimpse of the cammotion. The
Choraliers will be using the final portrait for a booklet that will
accompany the group’s new compact disc, which is due out this
July.

And don’t miss this exciting FREE program ...
Wednesday, May 19

CAREER EXPO 11:00am - 2:00pm and 5:00pm - 8pm
Explore your meet options, talk with the experts, and get the facts fiom
teachers and piofessionals many new and glowing fields

WEST VALLEY COLLEGE
14000 Fruitvale Avenue

Y
COLI,EGE

in Saratoga

(408) 741-2098

SPECIAL TIRE DISCOUNTS
FOR FACULTY AND STUDENTS
L

1:. NNIA

NI ERCFPI OR 0 ,
STEEL BELTED RADIALS/80,000 MILE WARRAN1

59. P185/70 R-14

$39.95
$59.95
l’erformance P195/60 R-1215 R-X
TIRE & WHEEL WAREHOUSE

50,000 Mile Warranty P185/80 R-13

1763 Rogers Ave.
San Jose, Ca 95112
Phone: (408)436-0663
Fax: (408) 441-7639
omplete 13rake & Front End Service

I’ r c e

Sh

tile

S

t v ic

DE ANZA AND FOOTHILL COLLEGES

Need a
summer class?
We’ve scheduled hundreds of high-demand
classes just for you. Recognized for
excellence and diversity, we continue to
be the best value in higher education

Only $7 per unit
(For students without a
baccalaureate or higher degree)

Sessions begin

June 28
and
August 9
For more information, contact
Foothill College
12345 El Monte Road
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022
(415) 949-732S

De Anza College
21250 Stevens Creek Blvd
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 864-5300

THE BEST VALUE IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Greeks
From page 1
Wetch said.
Because of this, it’s hard to
count the exact number of tutors,
but the school sometimes have
had six or seven tutors at the lab,
she said.
According to Wetch, the tutoring idea wasn’t one person’s conception.
It coalesced when sororities
began applying for the Kellogg
award, which is awarded to g reek
clubs for volunteer efforts.
Tutoring at the school started
in the fall ’91 semester. It then
continued off and on, ceasing in
the spring of ’92, and continuing

in the fall of ’92. It started again
in March this semester, Wetch
said.
Pauline Perazzo, Lowell Elementary School’s vice principal,
said the effect on the school and
students has been positive.
"We were thrilled:’ Perazzo
said.
"We needed the assistance.
They are very helpful and the lady
in charge of the lab is delighted to
have them."
Perazzo said attendance at the
lab has been up, possibly because
of the extra help the tutors have
given the lab.
Lars Holmberg, a volunteer
tutor and member of Theta Chi

fraternity, said he can see the
impact the tutors have.
He also said he is starting to
see many of the same students
returning more frequently to the
lab.
Holmberg, who rotates with
about 20 other members of his
fraternity, likes volunteering his
help.
"A lot of these kids don’t have
the same opportunities we did in
school," Holmberg said. "There
isn’t enough money, and teachers
are getting overloaded. It’s nice to
help out."
Holmberg said this was the
case especially at Lowell Elementary, where most students i: the
tutoring lab are minoritie.
He said the only difficult y he
has in helping the kids is being
careful not to skip steps or rids-

communicate with the kids.
Wetch agreed. "There’s a language barrier making it a challenge," she said.
But she added that the worksheets the kids bring to the lab are
also challenging for some tutors.
"The tutors work together to
guide the student to the right
answer.
Sometimes it’s a challenge for
us who are enrolled in these
upper division classesr she said.
Wetch also finds it difficult to
coordinate so many students.
She said sowe tutors rnight
think of missing their scheduled
day, figuring, "I don’t have to go
because someone else will:’
Despite this, Wetch praises the
effort put in by SJSU students.
"The kids love it. They’re excited when they get new helpers."

Ohio allows gay couples in campus housing
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
Ohio State University is going to
allow gay and lesbian couples to
live in a student housing complex
that had been reserved for families.
Beginning July 1, homosexual
couples "in a committed ’elation ship" will be eligible to live in the
400 -apartment Buckeye Village
complex off the main campus, the
university said.
The complex had been open
only to students who are married
or to single students with custody

of at least one child.
Gay couples will have to sign a
statement of "domestic partnership" to be eligible, the university
said.
Married couples must produce
a marriage certificate and a single
parent must show proof of child
custody.
William H. Hall, the school’s
director of residence halls, said
university officials began reviewing housing policy a couple of
years ago to to bring it into compliance with an antidiscrimina-

Lion policy that included homosexuals.
He said the new policy was
signed in early April by OSU
President Gordon Gee.
Unmarried heterosexual couples have been the most vocal
about their opposition, said Hall.
"They want to know why we
would not extend the same benefit to them," Hall said.
"But our priority is to extend
housing to a group of people who
traditionally have been discriminated against and had trouble

finding housing in the community."
Some families living in the
complex also object.
Young children will be confused by seeing couples of the
same sex, said J.P. Hwang, a doctoral student in engineering and
father of two.
Ohio State estimates there are
5,400 homosexuals among the
52,200 students at its Columbus
campus. It had no estimate how
many gay couples will apply for
housing.

Notorious serial killer says book defames his good name
LOS ANGELES (AP) Convicted serial killer Randy Kraft,
on death row for the sexual torture murders of 16 men, claims in
a $60 million libel lawsuit that a
book about his grisly crime spree
defames his good name.
Kraft, who authorities said
may have been involved in as
many as 65 murders, says the
book "Angel of Darkness" unfairly portrays him as a "sick, twist-

ed" man.
Furthermore,
Kralt
says,
"Angel of Darkness" casts him
"without moral values," exposes
him to "hatred, contempt (and)
ridicule" and destroys his chances
for future employment.
The convicted killer also says
"Angel of Darkness" ruins any
hope of having his conviction
overturned on appeal.
Kraft, who did not testify at his

(
Graduates Deserve the Best Cuban Restaurant
ck beans in town
- roasted chicken,
z wine

Lechon
marinated Cuba

Cuban International Re. ,10.b.itifil.L.
AuthentiC

Cuban C

25% OFF ON ANY DINNER SPECIAL
10% OFF ANY DINNER ITEM
.pici weekdays after 4:30 & all day on weekends
625 N. 6th Street, San Jose 288.6783
- expires 7-31 93

trial, maintains his innocence.
Because he is not permitted to
leave death row, Kraft has made
pretrial arguments over a speaker
telephone in a judge’s chambers.
"This case never should have
been allowed to go forward," said
Roger Myers, an attorney for
Warner Books, adding that a
Marin County judge denied a
%Varner Books dismissal motion.
"It’s a sad statement about the
judicial system."
Myers said he is confident the
case will be dismissed by a Los
Angeles judge on Friday. But
already are
defense
costs
approaching $25,000, he said, not
counting taxpayer expense for the
ourts.
The lawsuit also names Time
%Varner Inc., parent of Warner
Books, Times M irror Inc. and the
Los Angeles Tittles, where
McDougal worked while writing
t he book, published in Nlay 1991.
Myers says the case is frivolous
and without merit. In court
papers he maintains that Kraft
"has no reputation left to damage
and is ’libel proof’ as a matter of
law."

"He’s basically a jailhouse
lawyer with a lot of time on his
hands," Myers said in an interview.
"He wants to retry his murder
conviction with this action."
Between 1972 and 1983, Kraft
picked up young arca hitchhikers,
drugged them, sexually tortured
or mutilated them and then
strangled them, prosecutors
proved.
Kraft was portrayed as perhaps
the most prolific serial killer in
U.S. history.
He was convicted in May 1989,
following a 10 1/2 -month trial,
and sentenced to death in
November 1989.
"(Kraft) demonstrated unbelievable, aggressive, violent tendencies
towards
humanity,"
Orange County Superior Court
Judge Donald A. McCartin said at
sentencing.
"Certainly if anyone ever
deserved the death penalty, he’s
got it coming."
McCartin imposed the death
sentence for 11 murders and consecutive life prison terms for the
other five murders.
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World Events
State Watch
Teen gets maximum
sentence in high
school slaying
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A 15year-old Reseda High School student was sentenced to nearly 24
years in prison for the campus
shooting of a rival, but will serve a
decade, at most.
The Panorama City youth was
sentenced Wednesday, but under
state law can only be held in the
California Youth Authority until he
is 25.
The boy said he shot Michael
Ensley, 17, in a school hallway on
Feb. 22 out of fear that Ensley was
reaching into his pocket for a gun
during an argument.
The shooting occurred just a
month after another slaying on a
Los Angeles Unified School District campus, and reinforced the
resolve of district leaders to conmetal-detector
random
duct
checics of students to detect
weapons.
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0 Fighting spreasing
in Kabul leaving
many dead
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) - The
militias holding Kabul today pursued
rivals who have shelled the capital from
its suburbs in a two-day battle that has
left scores dead or wounded.
Witnesses returning from the front
line said the war was concentrated in
Demazang, the heartland of Shiite-held
territory.
They said fighting was spreading
toward Diburi, in the southwest. The
area is controlled by the hard-line Hezbe-Islami, which is allied with Shiite factions against the forces in Kabul.
Close to the battle scene, many people
remained in houses clinging to the side
of a dry, rocky mountain.

Americans warned
against possible
danger in Somalia
MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP) - U.S.
officials warned Americans on Thursday
that they might become targets of disgruntled Somali gunmen and urged
them to exercise extreme caution.
A Western diplomat said a threat

San lose State University

ANNOUNCEMENTS

HELP WANTED
SHERATON SAN JOSE now NrIng
for the following:
Food Server, F/T
Hostess/Host. P/T
Rocrn Service, P/T
*Bel Person, F/T
Applications accepted:
Mon. - Fri., 8:30 a.m. -5:30 p.m.
1801 Barber Lane, Milpitas, CA
(408)9439600 ext. 168.

OFFICE SPACE FOR REM’, near
SJSU. 670 sq.ft. Parking. Perfect FILM EXTRAS, nude/ female, for
for sm. bus., travel agent, R.E. Action/Adventure film. $50.00
stipend.Call Andy 408/9933820.
$500./$600 dep. 282-15C/5.
WANTED: Psychology Vokinteers
Reach out 3 hours/week as a
Communty Friend, provides; social
support to adults living with mental
illness. We train. 408/4369606.
EARN NIONEY
Promote your organization
selling printed sweatshirts,
T-shirts, hats, visors, mugs,
decals, bumper stickers, etc.,
with yotr design or logo!
Please call to see just hew
lovi these prices can bel
BraInstorni Graphics: 4966343.

JUNIOR & SENIOR NUTRITION
majors needed for Camp de los
Ninos diabetic youth camp, Aug.
15-21, located in the beautiful
Santa Cruz Mtns. The positions will
include med. rounds, nutr. ed., &
food service, with "hands-on"
experiences. Please call Michele
Stark, R.D., Director of Nutrition
Services at Santa Clara Valley
Diabetes Society, for application.
408/287-3785.

WORK AT HOME! Be your own
boss. Earn extra $1 No cold cairn&
no demonstrations, no stocking
100% PURE ADRENALINE ill!, inventory. Cal 408/2944837.
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s MUSIC/SALES. The San Jose
only skyclivng center. Come jon us Symphony is hiring bright, articulate
for a tandem jump and enjoy your sales people for part time posifirst skydive with only 45 minutes tions. Work evenings, Sunday
of training. For the true thrill seek- through Thursday. Call Theresa:
er, try an accelerated freefall 408/279-5949.
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becaning a certified ‘WAREHOUSE PERSON .
skydiver, starting with a six hour Permanent part-time. Duties
class and a mile long freefall the include: inventory admin, packing
same day. Videos of your jump shipping, housekeeping. 10
also available. Owned and operat- hours/week, flexible. $5.50/hr.
ed by SJSU students and grads. Must lift 40 lbs. Drivers license,
Fa more info call (510)634-7575. keyboard skills required. Apply in
person. Institute of Mathematical
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE Statistics, 3401 Investment BNcl.
Your chance to be seen!!! #7., Hayward, CA. Minorities &
Models wanted by tap agencies all women are encouraged to apply.
over the country and the world.
Break into the modeling industry REUABLE SITTER - OUR HOME.
no#1 No experience necessary. Call Boy - 3, Girl 6, near Civic Center.
FT- summer, PT. school yr. M - F,
for details. Tom (408)2499737.
7:00- 3:30, $5./hr. 947-1282.
NEW: STUDENT DFIDAL PLAN
LEARN TO BE A LOAN OFFICER.
Office ,Asts, teeth cleaned and
Excellent ground floor opportunity.
x-rays - no charge.
You could be making up to
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
$35,000.00 your first year! To
Erroll now!
ream how, call 369-9999 for an
For brochue see
A.S. Offioe or call 8006563225. appointment or fax 369-8409.
MAXIMIZE YOtIR FINANCIAL AID!
A dynamic guide offers proven
secrets for college students, plus a
comprehensive directory of contact
sources. For free details. send a
self-addressed stamped envelope
to: ASA, 2455 23rd Ave., S.F. CA
94116. Satisfaction guaranteedl

ACTIVIST - EARN while you ream!
Work for social justice and the
environment with Silicon Valley
Toxics Coalition. Paid training.
Full-time: $300. a week salary plus
bonus. Part-time: $8.00/hour.
28877382 E.O.E.

$11.00 PER HOUR"
$7.00
Sectrity FuN tine or part time
All shifts / Day, Swing or Grave.
Weekly Paychecks
AUTO INSURANCE
Credit unia)
Canpus Instrarce Senace
Full training.
Special Student Programs
Vacation Pay.
Servng SJSU for 20 years
3 medical plans for F.T.
"Great Rates for Gcod Drivers"
Dental / Vision Plans.
"Gas.1 Rates fa Non-Good Driers"
Requires: Reliable transportation,
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
clean police record, wirtfiabie past
"Good Student"
employment, good communication
"FarniV Muiticsr"
skilks, 18 years.
CALL TODAY
Apr*: 8 arn.-5 pm. Monday Friday
2,965270
Vanguard Security Services
FREE QUOTE
3212 Scott Blyd. Santa Clara
NO HASSLE - NO OBUGATION
f4ear 101 at San Tomas & Olcott
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

AUTOMOTIVE

CHEAP! FBI / U.S. SEIZED
$2CO,
89 Mercedes
$50.
86 VW
81CO.
87 Mercedes
$50.
65 Mustang
Choose from thousands stsrt $50.
FREE Information.
24 Hour Hotine.801-3792929
Cowell *CA057510.

fOR SALE
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RING
with matching gold wedding ring.
Paid $1,000. in 1986. Now worth
$1,500. Sacrifice for J600. Call
Terve 9270196.
IF YOU UKE SNAKES, two are tor
sale. One California Kee end one
Rat Snake. CaN Michael for more
Info. at 408/2756840.
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against Americans had been made by
someone who apparently felt he was
being treated unfairly by the international peacekeeping force.
Thursday and the Belgians fanned

Bishops say force
justified to end
Bosnian fighting
WASHINGTON (AP) - The nation’s
Roman Catholic bishops, in a boost for
the Clinton administration, declared that
military force is morally justified to protect largely helpless civilians from the
fighting in Bosnia.
In a letter to Secretary of State Warren
Christopher, the head of a policy-malcing
body for the bishops supported military
intervention to end "the increasing horror" and "untold human suffering" in the
Balkans.
The letter, disclosed Wednesday,
stopped short of endorsing specific measures, such as air strikes against the Serbs
or arming the Bosnian government, but
said those steps may be needed to end
the bloodshed.
The letter comes at a time when President Clinton is seeking to define American interests and responsibility in the
Balkan fighting and rally public and
allied support for some military action.

0 Senate approves
lifting immunity
for mafia member

0 Saudi authorities
punish human
rights group

ROME (AP) - The Senate approved
lifting the parliamentary immunity of
former Premier Giulio Andreotti today,
allowing prosecutors to pursue accusations of Mafia ties.
Andreotti, who led the government
seven times, decided last week to stop
opposing efforts to lift the immunity he
enjoys as senator-for-life.
But he has denied the accusations
made by mob turncoats.

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (AP) - Six
Saudi scholars and lawyers who recently
set up a human rights commission in the
kingdom have been fired from their jobs
and their offices have been closed, a official statement said Thursday. The lawyers’
licenses were revoked.
On Wednesday, Saudi Arabia’s chief
Muslim theological body - the Supreme
Council of Ulemas - declared the group
illegal. Soon after, the group met with the
Governor of Riyadh. Al-Mas’ari reported
the meeting was "not positive."

Classified
The SPARTAN DJULY
makes no claim lot products or
senAces advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified colurrns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.
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Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282
EARN $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! Begin Now! Free packet!
SEYS, Dept. 15, Box 4000,
Cordova, TN 380184000.
SALES POSITION! INTERESTED IN
health & fitness? Flexible hours,
great opportunity for Mktg. Mgrnt.
& Phys. Ed. majors. Training
program. Brenda: 2557710.
NEED AGGRESSIVE MARKETING
person for new startup business.
Salary plus high commission. Great
opportunity for business graduate.
Please call 408/287-4383.

STUDENT WORK
Retail/Custaner Sennce
International Retail Chain.
Position requirements:
One year college course work.
Gocd communication skills.
Experience with people.
Intemships & Scholarships
for those who qualify.
PAY GUARANTEED AT $12.25.
$983./month.
$245./Vveek
E/T:
F/T: $490./week $1960./month.
Complete training provided.
Work P/T now to ware F/T n
summer a you must intervieN now
to begin after finals. For bcations
throtehout Santa Clara, Contra
Costa or Alameda Counties call:
(408) 262,9070
(510)7962141.

SWIMMING Instructors: $12.-$14 MEN AND WOMEN PERMANENT
per hr. Fun! Flex hrs. Dolfun Swim HAIR REMOVAL. Stop shaving,
School. Call Greg 415/3374143. waxing, hveezing or using chem
cals. Let us permanently remove
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT your unwanted hair. Back Chest fisheries. Earn $600.41week in Lip - Bikini Chin - Tummy etc.
canneries or $4,000../month on Students & faculty 15% discount.
fishing boats. Free transportation! 1st. appt. 1/2 price if made by
Room & board! Male or Female. 5/31/93. Hair Today Gone
For employment program call Tomonow, 621 E. Campbell Ave.
#17. Campbell . (408) 379-3500.
1-2065454155 ext. A6041.

HOUSING

LARGE QUIET ROOM located in
the University Club on campus.
Ideal for faculty staff or visiting
SOUTH VALLEY FAMILY YMCA is
scholar. CaN 924-1859.
looking for creative energetic teachers, director in training & subs for
preschool & school age child care
2 BOR./1 BA. 1 block from SISU.
centers. Part-time, various hours S500.-S5,000./MO. Work at Free basic cable, laundry room,
mornings & afternoons between 7 home. Fill book orders. Part-time parking, modem appliances. Rent
am & 6 pm. Minimum 12 ECE or full-time. Call 510/8984484.
begins at $725./mo. $500. dep.
units. Call 227-3605 Of 2269622.
For infonnation call 971-0869 or
*SMALL WORLD SCHOOIS
see manager at Royale Apts, 485
Medical / Dental Benefits
S. 9th & William St. Also accepting
BRAZIUAN? JAPANESE? Available
applications for Fall sernester.
20 hrs. minimum per week for Sid( / Vacation Pay
Employee Referral Bonus.
translation or computer-related
work? Work permit & some Novi hiring three parttime students PRIVATE COTTTAGE 619 S. 5th
computer experience required. Call to work Tuesdays and Thursdays in St. Washer/dryer, off street park415/3231335, x 221.
before & after school age chiklcare ing w/w carpet, walk4n closet, etc.
AVAILABLE JUNE 1. Call 292-6723.
programs. Other fuN and part time
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING positions also available in both
Firm seeking to expand in Bay before & after school age childcare 1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Area. Sales reps and managers programs and preschool programs. Be windows, bright and airy, with
needed. Full time and part time Positions geat for both female and dishwasher, air conditioning gated,
avail. For more info regarding the male students. Substitute teaching covered parking & on-site laundry.
positions available for students
company, call Ryan at 9558281.
Intercom building. Quiet, nice for
needegfiexiole hours or days off
hvo roommates or staff. 1 block
HIGH TECH JOBS THE EASY WAY! for studying. With 24 locations, vre from SJSU. From $625. per month.
The Job Ander for High Tech Silicon offer lots of advancement and
Aspen Vintege Tcwer. 297-0705.
Valley lists valuabie information on opportunity. CaN us, we’l won, witi
700+ companies in the Silicon your schedule. Minimum 12 units
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Valley to help you find jobs that needed in child development,
2 bedroom./2 bath start $770.
suit your skill set. It allows you elementary education or recreaticn Walk or nde bike to school. Ample
to act smart in your job search. Call (408) 257-7326.
parking, garage available Secured
Available at Spartan Bookstore.
entrance. Cable TV avail. Laundry
$17. PER HOUR
facilities. Remodeled, roomy & very
Weekends - Eyenings.
SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS:
clean. Call Manager 288-9157
Lawn aeration sales.
Roughing It day camp in SF bay
leave message.
Green Thumb - 7324443.
area is hiring for summer 1993,
f510) 2833878. Send resume to
DUMP YOUR ROOMMATE
P.O. Ba( 1266, Orinda, CA 94563, CRULSE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Eam SPECIAL! Tired of loud music
$2,000+/month + world travel when you need to study or your
RESTAURANT PART-TIME
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, favorite sweater missing in action?
Day and evenie shifts.
etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career Live alcne just minutes from SJSU.
Excelient pay. Apply it person at employment available. No experi- Spacious studios from only $520.
Pasta Mis,
ence necessary. For employment Call Stephanie - 408/57E44800.
2565N. 1st St a:
program call 1-206-634-0468 ext.
C6041.
2 BR/1BA, 2 BUtS FROM SISU.
call John / Dote at 4357300.
Cable TV, off street parking.
Avail
6/1. $653./rno. 2680439.
EMPLOYMENT
SJSU
STUDENTS!
INTERNATIONAL
ATTENTION:
GOOD PAY - GREAT EXPERIENCE Make money teaching basic conabroad.
Japan
SERVICES
Vector, an international firm versational English
is expanding in the Bay Area. & Taiwan. Make up to $2.000.
ELECTROLYSIS CUMC!!
We need ambitious, motivated $4,000., per month. Many provide
Unwanted hair removed forever.
individuals who seek both good room & board + other benefits! No
Specialist Caifidential.
income and a valuable learning previous training or teaching certifiDisposable or your am probe.
experience. Work P.T. or F.T. cate required. For International
in summer, continue w/flexible Employment program, call the 335 S. Baywood Av. San Jose, Ca.
Call 247-7486.
hours during school. Starting pay International Employment Group:
rate $12.25 I!!! No evenence nec. (206) 632-1146 ext. J6041.
will train. Internships and scholarships available. CaN 2805195.
CASHIERS - CHEVRON. Two
locations. Flexible hours.Call
2’353964 / 2640337.

SALES - HEALTH AND FITNESS
Full time positions available for
management trainees needed for
Calrfornia’s fastest growing profes
sorrel martial art schools. Opportu
nity for rapid advancement to
management for self motivated
enthusiastic team players. Karate
experience helpful but not necessary. Guaranteed base, plus commissions, bonus, tnps and other
great benefits. Call Mr. Berryessa
INSTRUCTOR -For those who bve at (510) 7137347.
chiidren. Exciting and energetic
$200. - 5500. WEEKLY
people needed for preschool
Assemble products at home.
children sports and recreation
program. Fug & part time available. Easy! No selIng You’re paid direct
Salary plus bonus. Call Mr. Chung Fully guaranteed. FREE Informatr4.
24 hour hotlne. 801379-2900.
(510) 713.7347. Positions ava*
Copyright CA057550.COUT4
able throughout the bay area.
SELOR / SKILLS - TRAINER with
ACTORS, COMEDIANS, & GREAT developmentally disabled adults. 6
months exper. with D.D. adults.
personalities to teach fun traffic
Fremont: 510/2260505.
school 1632 hours a week. $10.
Great
Job/co.
per hour to start.
IMMEDIATE POSMONS
408/2455801.
Marketing promotion.
STUDENTS WANTED: No expert Easy oUtdoor wah. Flexible hours.
ence needed. PT/spring FT/sune Some positions require vehicles.
Earn $7 - $10. or more per hour.
mar. $5.-$8./hr. bonuses. Good
Please call 1800444-2824.
communication skills. Paint harries
In Sunnyvale with M. Bek, in
San Jose with B. Jackson. Call POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions. Great benefits
14300- 40Ce9332.
Cal 1800436-4365 ext. P-3310.

WRITING RESEARCH Services.
Term paper & thesis preparation
and assistance. All subjects. Quafied writers on every topic. Editing,
Rewritire. Resumes. ESL students
welcomed. Work guaranteed.
Emergencies a specialty. Fast.
satisfactory sersice. Improve your
grades! (Berkeley) 610841-5036.
BREAST ENIARGEMENT.
Medically proven nonsurgical.
Safe. Natural. Only $220.
Body Imaging (408) 3744960.
WASHINGTON SQUARE FEDERAL
CREDfT UNION
"STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS"
Membership open exclussely
to SJSU Students, Alumni, and
Advisory Faculty!
Services include:
$ Auto Loans $ Personal Loans $
$ Debt Consoldation Loans $
Share (savings) & CD Accts.
Exceptional Rates!!!
Convenient location:
48 S. 7th Street Suite 201
San Jose, CA 95112
Call for more info:
(406)947-7273.

TRAVEL

PFRiENDLY WORDPROCESSING
& TRANSCRIPTION. Professbnaii
home typist w/ LaserJet pnnter.
$2.00 / double spaced page.
Open almost 24 hours a day.
7 days a week. Term papers,
resumes, correspondence, etc.
West San Jose near Cupertino.
HEADING FOR EUROPE this Suzanne:4465658.
summer? Only $269.!! Jet there
ANYTIME for $269. wrth AIRHITCH! I HATE TO TYPE!
(From L.A. - Hawaii - $129., If this got your attention, gne yourNew York $129. each way!) self a break. Let me do it for you!
AIRHITCHS 310394-0550.
Free pick up and delivery.
Resumes, term papers & theses.
REAL CHEAP TRAVEL
APA format. $2.00 per double
FOR STUDENTS!
spaced page / $5.00 minimum.
Book Europe and Far East now
Call Julie - 99843354.
for bwest summer fares .
-Special StadentrocketsWord Proisosslad, Heyward Area
No mh/rnsx days. refundable,
ReportsTerm Papers Theses
changeable, openjaw nights.
Suzanne 5104899794 MLAAPA.
No advance bcokng requrements.
We discount Eurail passes.
WORD PROCESSOR
NOW Yak / Boston $389.
Retired secretary. Let me do the
Washreton D.C. / Miami $399.
typing!! Resumes, tenn papers,
STA student air bckets.
theses, etc. Grad & undergrad.
Telephone serWce everyday!
IBM Comp/Laser pnnter.
DISCOUNT TRAVEL DESK
Available days
1,900-6909030.
(eves/weekends by appt j
Appointment necessary
Call Ama -972-4992.
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Hawaii, Mexico, Europe. U.S.?
Make your vacation plans now.
Call for low airfares. Arlene:
408/997-3647.

WORD PROCESSING

ROFE-SSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
Word Processng, Term Papers
Theses. Graduate Work, APA &
Call Marsha at 266-9448 for full
Turaban. Desktop Publishing,
service word processing: edit for
Graphic Design & Layout.
vocabulary, grammar, sentence
Laser Output.
structure, punctuation; format
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
(APA, Turablas, MLA); table/graph
V. I. P. Graphics
preparation; custom post-script
laser printing. (Also edit disks)
Near Oakncee Mall
363-9254.
Resume/cover letter preparation.
International Students Welcome!
SO% DISCOUND
Willow Glen area. 7:30am-8:30pm. A NEATLY T’PED PAPER gets the
best grades. This English teacher
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. has 30 years’ experience typing
Enhance your natural beauty!!
S6ence and English papers / the and welcomes foreign students.
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Expires 5 - 31 - 93.
ses our specialty. Laser printing. Best rates! Fast service!
408-3794500
Free spell check and storage. Call Barbara at WRITE/TYPE
Hair Today Gone Tomonow
APA, Turabian and other formats. (408)2957438.
621 E. Campbell Ave. 017.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available. EDUCATED WORD PROCESSOR.
Campbell, CA 95006.
Masterson’s Word Processing. Tem) papers, theses, projects.
IMMIGRATION / BUSINESS
Call Paul or Virginia 406251-0449. Reasonable rates. Master s
16 yrs of legal experience
degree in literature. Ten years
AFFORDABLE ZS EXPERIENCED secretarial experience. Laser
H1, labor cert., green card
Word processing! Theses. term printer. Minutes from campus.
corporation & business.
papers, nursing & group projects, Nancy 408/2654826.
Law Offices of Stanley K. Yin
resumes, letters, manuscripts, etc.
2021 The Alameda, Suite 350
CAU. UPCIA TODAY
Word Perfect 5.1, HP Laser/el AIII
San Jose, CA 95126
formats plus APA. Spelling punctu for e(perienced. professional worrl
TTD 408/2499532
Voce 408/2499567.
ation and grammar assmtance. Alll processng Theses, tenn papers.
group protects. etc. All formats
work guaranteed! Save $S$ with
ncluding APA. Laser pnnter.
WRMNG, RESEARCK EDITING. referral discounts! For worryfree,
Transcription and Fax services
Term paper assistance. Versatile, dependable, and prompt service.
available. Almaden/Branham area.
expert staff. Experienced Yvrth ESL call PAM at 247-2681 (8am8prn).
Call for appontment
students. Emergences welcomed.
(408)264.1504.
CREATIVE RASCALS
Cal tolkfree 800-777-7901.
Desktop Publishing; Term
resumes.
Word
reports.
Processing
papers,
Hayward Area
VIDEO SERVICES SPECIALIZING
ReportsTerm PapersTheses
Affordable! 40836443806
n weddings. Recording editing and
Suzanne 5104899794 MLA APA
duplication. Affordable and profes
sonal. CaN 408/7231813.
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Lease: Professor takes high road to retirement
From page I
on the stage and sing, and I made up my
mind right then."
Born and raised in Sioux City, Iowa,
Lease began studying voice there in junior
high school. He sang at the First Unitarian
Church on Saturdays to pay for his voice
lessons. It was his first paid performance. "A
paid soloist, that is paid soloist," he said
with a chuckle. "Two dollars a Saturday."
Lease said any money left after paying for
voice lessons would be spent on sheet
music. To top his job at the Unitarian
church, Lease said the following year he
began singing at the Christian Science
Church for $5 a service. "Sol could take two
lessons a week and have some money for
music," Lease said.
Lease probably didn’t take his vocal talent seriously until he auditioned for Metropolitan Opera singer Lawrence Tibbett.
Lease was 15 when Tibbett came to Sioux
City. He described Tibbett as "one of the
greatest baritones that the Metropolitan has
ever had. He told me all about the great possibilities of my voice, and that really encouraged me," Lease said.
While in high school, Lease became very
involved in operettas. He played leading
roles in Gilbert and Sullivan’s "H. M. S.
Pinafore" and "Ruddigore." He also led in
Robert Planquette’s "The Chimes of Normandy."
In addition to opera productions, Lease
sang for radio as a member of the East High
School Quartet. The show, which lasted one
year, was broadcast by KTRI of Sioux City,
Iowa, and sponsored by the Commercial
Bond and Mortgage Company.
As a teenager in the late 30s and early
40s, Lease was discovering his talent just as
America was discovering television. In
1939, at the age of 16, Lease said he traveled
caboose full of cattle for five days in
ord,.:r to reach Los Angeles to appear on the
Don Lee television network. "This was the
first television network in the United States,"
Lease said.
Because television screens were so small,
Lease said his features had to be enhanced
with makeup. "I had to have heavy brown
makeup and black around the eye% lips and
ears so tha, you cotild see the image," he
said. "Bif huge microphones, open bulbs
hot," h.: added with a laugh.

At the age of 18, Lease came to the metaphysical fork in his life’s path to the right
lay the tempting learn-as-you-earn option,
to the left lay the practical learn-and-thenearn option.
"Rather than going on the road in a
Broadway musical called ’Pal Joey,’ " with
opera great Estelle Liebling, Lease said his
mother stepped in and said, "’you’re going
to Morningside Conservatory of Music in
Sioux City, Iowa; which I did and I’ve never
been sorry:’ Lease said.
"I’ve been able to sing and do all of the
professional things, as well as start to teach
at the University of Colorado at the age of
21," Lease said.
From performer to teacher
Lease earned his masters at the University of Colorado and his doctorate at the University of South Dakota. He said Bay Area
opportunities attracted him to San Jose.
Having only taught vocal studio in Oklahoma, Lease found ways to diversify his
instructional interests at SJSU.
His love of teaching finally exceeded his
love of performing in the early 1950s, when
he left the San Francisco Opera Company
after performing for two sea.sons. "It took
too much of my time. They wanted me to
quit teaching at the university:’ he said as a
low laugh ctept out. "I had a family and I
said ‘No’."
Lease directed a group called the Choral
Ensemble, which at one time had more than
350 student members.The ensemble existed
at a time when SJSU was on the quarter system, and Lease said coming up with a new
oratorio every quarter was challenging.
At one time, Lease said he directed three
different male quartets. One was a men’s
glee club, the first at SJSU in over 25 years.
Styling the club after the Fred Warring
Pennsylvanians, Lease said the group gave
38 appearances in one year.
In 1956, under SJSU President McQuarrie, Lease went to battle for the glee club
when university administration questioned
the club’s value to the campus.
"Thank God for the Spartan Daily,"
Lease said in regards to the Daily’s thorough
coverage of tne issue. More than 4,000 of the
6,000 students on campus that year signed
30 petitions te allow the glee club’s exis-
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tance, Lease said.
The outcome was reflected in a Spartan
Daily headline "Will Men’s Glee Club
Continue."
Disband? 30 Petitions Say No
Following their victor y, the glee club performed Thursday, March 22, 1956 in the
Morris Dailey Auditorium. With the auditorium filled to capacity, Lease .aid 600
people stood outside to hear the concert.
"They carried me off the stage," he said with
a chuckle.
Lease’s positive impact on the School of
Music was recognized by his colleagues
when he was appointed director of the
department in 1983. "It is a great honor for
your own colleagues to nominate and elect
you as chairman," Lease said.
Theodore Lucas, who took over as director in 1989, said Lease "laid some good
groundwork." This ground work included
establishing the electronic music program
and setting up the department’s computer
lab.

Keillor’s original show, "A
Prairie Home Companion," was
first broadcast at Macalester College in St. Paul, and first heard by
a national audience in 1979.
The show received a Peabody
Award in 1981 and quickly
expanded to 219 outlets after
American Public Radio was
formed in 1982.
Though many have become
familiar with Keillor through
radio, readers were introduced to
his work as early as 1969 when
Keillor wrote his first article for
the New Yorker magazine. He told
the Current Biography Yearbook
that he first discovered the New
Yorker at age 14 in the public
library of his hometown, Anoka,
Minn.
In the introduction to "Happy
To Be Here," Keillor describes
how the townspeople of Anoka
loolced upon the New Yorker: "M:,
people weren’t much for literature, and they were dead set
against conspicuous wealth, so a
magazine in which classy paragraphs marched down the aisle
between columns of diamond
necklaces and French cognacs
xas not a magazine they welcomed into their home
Welcomed without a doubt, as

Staying in the fast lane
Retirement may mean slowing down for
some, but not for Lease. As regional director of the California State Employee’s Association for more than nine years, Lease
plans to continue his union work. He said
he will also continue to be an active member of the San Jose Kiwanis Club, The
Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi, the California Teacher’s Association, the Navy
League and the Air Force Association.
Lease, who has sung the National
Anthem at commencements and football
games since 1950, said he would enjoy
returning to SJSU to sing again. He said he
might also consider teaching a night course
just to stay in touch with the department he
has been a part of for the last 43 years.
"I’ve touched the lives of approximately
30,000 students," Lease said. Vector Marketing Corporation recently presented Lease
witft the 1992 Outstanding Professor
Award, which was announced in The
Chronicle of Higher Education, an academic journal.
"It’s been fun touching the lives of all
these students and all the people I’ve
worked with, whether it be the community,
different associations or faculty it’s really
been a joy:’ Lease said.

it
Garrison Keillor
attested by their bestseller status,
are Keillor’s books.
"Happy To Be Here" was published in 1982, followed by "Lake
Wobegon Days: Recollections of a
Small American Town" in 1985,
"We Are Still Married: Stories and
Letters" in 1989, "WLT: A Radio
Romance" in 1991 and "The
Book of Guys" last year.
performance
Saturday’s
promises to be entertaining,
whether you’re seated in the audience Saturday afternoon or in
your favorite chair at home for
the replay.
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Job fair
Prom page I
Even though parts of the economy are improving, McCaslin
said most companies are hiring
cautiously, still often preferring to
stay away from the commitment
involved
with
permanent
employees.
Not only will the number of
employers present at the fair be
high, but the range of diversity in
career possibilities is very wide,
according to Wilkes. "Students
who are majoring in anything
from advertising to zoology
should be interested in this career
fair," she said. "The representation this year is very well-rounded."
Some employment representatives at the fair will come from
outside California.
The representative from Asso-

ciates Financial Services Co. Inc.
is coming from Dallas and the
L’Oreal Cosmetic and Fragrance
Division recruiter will be here
from New York.
Aside from saying that the
SJSU career fair is a wonderful
opportunity
for
graduates,
Wilkes also feels this event is necessary for them.
"With the tight economy,
seniors cannot let the opportunity to speak to these employers
bypass them," she said.
Wilkes suggests that students
attending the last spring job fair
dress professionally and bring
their resumes.
Daily executive editor Richard
Espinoza contributed to this
report.
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